
Formalizing Projetive Plane Geometry in CoqNiolas Magaud, Julien Narboux, and Pasal ShrekLSIIT UMR 7005 CNRS-ULP, Université de Strasbourg⋆Abstrat We investigate how projetive plane geometry an be formal-ized in a proof assistant suh as Coq. Suh a formalization inreases thereliability of textbook proofs whose details and partiular ases are oftenoverlooked and left to the reader as exerises. Projetive plane geome-try is desribed through two di�erent axiom systems whih are formallyproved equivalent. Usual properties suh as deidability of equality ofpoints (and lines) are then proved in a onstrutive way. The dualitypriniple as well as formal models of projetive plane geometry are thenstudied and implemented in Coq. Finally, notions of �ats and ranks areintrodued and their basi properties are proved. This would allow to de-velop a more algebrai approah to proofs of alignment properties suhas Desargues' theorem.1 IntrodutionThis paper deals with formalizing projetive plane geometry. Projetive planegeometry an be desribed by a fairly simple set of axioms. However it apturesthe main aspets of plane geometry, espeially perspetive. It is a good andidateto be formalized in a proof assistant. Most of the desription and proofs areavailable in textbooks suh as [8, 4℄. However, in most books, many lemmasare onsidered trivial and many proofs are left to the reader. Building a formaldevelopment in a proof assistant allows for more �exibility. If required, axiomsan be hanged easily and proofs an be reheked automatially by the system.Suh hanges may only require minor rewriting of the proofs by the user. Inall ases, the proofs are omputer-veri�ed, whih dramatially inreases theirreliability ompared to paper-and-penil proofs.This formalization is not only interesting in itself. It also allows to evaluatethe adequay of a proof assistant suh as Coq to develop a formal theory andto build some models of this theory. More signi�antly, we formalize projetiveplane geometry beause we are interested in building reliable and robust on-straint solving programs (see [18, 17℄). Indeed, in geometri onstraint solving,handling the numerous partiular ases is ruial to ensure robustness. Detet-ing whether a on�guration is degenerated or not [28℄ requires theorem proving:whih theorems are required and how to prove them is among the issues wewant to address. As shown in [21℄, point-line inidenes in the projetive planeare su�ient to express usual geometri ontraints.
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Finally, as omputer sientists, we are interested in the e�etiveness of proofsin order to extrat programs from these proofs. The Coq proof assistant [7, 1℄implements a onstrutive logi and allows program extration from onstrutiveproofs. Therefore, it is the perfet tool to arry out a onstrutive formalization.Related work Proof assistants have already been used in the ontext of geometry.The task onsisting in mehanizing Hilbert's Grundlagen der Geometrie has beenpartially ahieved. A �rst formalization using the Coq proof assistant was pro-posed by Christophe Dehlinger, Jean-François Dufourd and Pasal Shrek [10℄.This �rst approah was realized in an intuitionist setting, and onluded thatthe deidability of point equality and ollinearity is neessary to hek Hilbert'sproofs. Another formalization using the Isabelle/Isar proof assistant [26℄ wasperformed by Jaques Fleuriot and Laura Meikle [19℄. Both formalizations haveonluded that, even if Hilbert has done some pioneering work about formalsystems, his proofs are in fat not fully formal, in partiular degenerated asesare often impliit in the presentation of Hilbert. The proofs an be made morerigorous by mahine assistane. Frédérique Guilhot realized a large Coq devel-opment about Eulidean geometry following a presentation suitable for use infrenh high-shool [15℄. In [24, 25℄, Julien Narboux presented the formalizationand implementation in the Coq proof assistant of the area deision proedureof Chou, Gao and Zhang [5℄ and a formalization of foundations of Eulideangeometry based on Tarski's axiom system [32, 29℄. In [12℄, Jean Duprat proposesthe formalization in Coq of an axiom system for ompass and ruler geometry.Regarding formal proofs of algorithms in the �eld of omputational geometry,we an ite David Pihardie and Yves Bertot [27℄ for their formalization of onvexhulls algorithms in Coq as well as Laura Meikle and Jaques Fleuriot [20℄ fortheirs in a Hoare-like framework in Isabelle. In addition, Jean-François Dufourdreently formalized an image segmentation algorithm [11℄ in Coq.Notations Naming/Writing onventions follow the guidelines edited in a reentdoument proposed by Duprat, Guilhot and Narboux [13℄. Most Coq notations,whih are really lose to mathematial ones, will be explained along the ourseof the paper. The negation is noted �. The most awkward notation for the readernot austomed to Coq is the urly-brakets notation for onstrutive existentialquanti�ation over the sort Type. For instane, the formula forall l:Line,{X:Point| �Inid X l} expresses that ∀l : Line,∃X : Point,¬ Incid X l.Outline The paper is organized as follows. In setion 2, we present the axiomsfor projetive plane geometry and their desription in the Coq proof assistant.In setion 3, we study the duality between points and lines. Setion 4 deals with�nite and in�nite models for projetive plane geometry. Setion 5 introdues thenotion of �ats and a haraterization of �ats with respet to the usual notionsof point and line.



Axiom Line Existene
∀A B : Point, (∃l : Line, A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l)Axiom Point Existene
∀l m : Line, (∃A : Point, A ∈ l ∧ A ∈ m)Axiom Line Uniqueness

∀A B : Point, A 6= B ⇒ ∀l m : Line, A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l ∧ A ∈ m ∧ B ∈ m ⇒ l = mAxiom Point Uniqueness
∀l m : Line, l 6= m ⇒ ∀A B : Point, A ∈ l ∧ A ∈ m ∧ B ∈ l ∧ B ∈ m ⇒ A = BDe�nition (distint4)

distinct4 A B C D ≡ A 6= B ∧ A 6= C ∧ A 6= D ∧ B 6= C ∧ B 6= D ∧ C 6= DAxiom Four Points
∃A : Point,∃B : Point,∃C : Point,∃D : Point,
distinct4 A B C D ∧

(∀l : Line, (A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l ⇒ C /∈ l ∧ D /∈ l)∧
(A ∈ l ∧ C ∈ l ⇒ B /∈ l ∧ D /∈ l)∧
(A ∈ l ∧ D ∈ l ⇒ B /∈ l ∧ C /∈ l)∧
(B ∈ l ∧ C ∈ l ⇒ A /∈ l ∧ D /∈ l)∧
(B ∈ l ∧ D ∈ l ⇒ A /∈ l ∧ C /∈ l)∧
(C ∈ l ∧ D ∈ l ⇒ A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l))Figure 1. A �rst axiomatization of projetive plane geometry.2 Axioms2.1 A First Set of AxiomsWe assume that we have two kinds of objets whih we all points and lines. Wealso assume that we have a relation (∈) between elements of these two sets. Wean desribe projetive plane geometry using the axioms presented in �gure 1.The �rst two axioms deal with existene of points and lines. We hoose not torequire points (resp. lines) to be distint in axiom 'Line Existene' (resp. 'PointExistene'). If the points (resp. lines) are equal, the line (resp. the point) stillexists: atually there exists an in�nity of lines (resp. points). This design hoiefollows a general rule in formal geometry: it is ruial to onsider statementswhih are as general as possible.The next two axioms deal with uniqueness of the above de�ned line and point.These axioms hold only if the two points (resp. lines) are distint. As suggestedin [2℄, axioms 'Point Uniqueness' and 'Line Uniqueness' an be merged into a



more onvenient axiom with no negation. This axiom is lassially equivalent tothe onjuntion of the two others:Axiom Uniqueness
∀A B : Point, ∀l m : Line,
A ∈ l ⇒ B ∈ l ⇒ A ∈ m ⇒ B ∈ m ⇒ A = B ∨ l = mFinally, axiom 'Four points' states that there exists at least four distintpoints, no three of them being ollinear. This means dimension is at least 2.Together with axiom 'Point Existene' whih expresses that the dimension isat most 2 (two lines always interset), it imposes that the dimension of thisprojetive spae is exatly 2. The formalization of this axiom system is straight-forward, but from a pratial point of view, proofs in most textbooks often usesome variants of this system. To ease mehanization of proofs, we formalize theequivalene between these systems.2.2 Another Axiom System for Projetive Plane GeometryAnother non-degeneray Axiom Axiom 'Four Points' states a non-degene-ray ondition, namely that the projetive spae we onsider is not redued toa single line. This an be expressed in another way through two new axioms:Axiom Three Points

∀l : Line,∃ABC : Point, (A 6= B ∧ B 6= C ∧ A 6= C) ∧ A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l ∧ C ∈ lAxiom Lower Dimension
∃l1 : Line,∃l2 : Line, l1 6= l2The �rst axiom expresses that eah line ontains at least three points; the seondone states that there exist two distint lines.We prove that axiom 'Four points' an be replaed by axiom 'Three points'and axiom 'Lower dimension' in the system de�ned in the previous setion andvie-versa. Both settings share the following axioms: Line Existene, Point Exis-tene, Uniqueness. In mathematis textbooks, the equivalene of these two setsof axioms is usually presented as a remark. For instane in [4℄, the proof is leftto the reader. In a proof assistant suh as Coq, these proofs have to be madeexpliit and proving them formally requires some tehnial work mostly relatedto handling the numerous on�gurations of points. The basi priniples of theproof are presented in appendix A.2.3 Implementation in CoqWe formalize the previous de�nitions in the Coq proof assistant [1, 7℄. To doso, we take advantage of the modules and funtors of Coq. Modules [6℄ allowto de�ne parameterized theory and to put together types and de�nitions into amodule struture. It enhanes the reusability of developments, by providing aformal interfae for suh a struture. In addition, funtors an be used to onnetmodule types to one another.



Modules and Projetive Plane Our �rst module PreProjetivePlane on-tains axioms dealing with point (resp. line) existene and uniqueness. From thatwe derive some basi properties, inluding uniqueness of a line (resp. of a point),from the general uniqueness axiom. Then, on top of PreProjetivePlane, webuild two modules ProjetivePlane whih ontains axiom 'Four points' andProjetivePlane' whih ontains axiom 'Three points' and axiom 'Lower di-mension'. A theory is of type ProjetivePlane if it ontains all the notionspresented in �gure 2 on the following page. The two module types Projetive-Plane and ProjetivePlane' are onneted through two funtors Bak andForth whih prove the equivalene of these two axiom systems when the axioms'Line Existene' and 'Point Existene' as well as Uniqueness are available. Figure2 sums up the module type for projetive plane geometry and �gure 3 on page 7presents the global organization of the development.Deiding Equality From the assumption that inidene is deidable,
∀A : Point, ∀l : Line, (A ∈ l ∨ ¬A ∈ l)we prove that point (resp. line) equality is deidable. The proofs of deidabilityfor point (resp. line) equality are intuitionist, in the sense that they do not usethe exluded middle property. Details of these proofs are available in appendix B.From these basi axioms, we an onsider proving some theorems about pro-jetive plane geometry. For instane, we prove that if we onsider lines as setof points, there always exists a bijetion between two lines (see appendix E fordetails). In order to improve generiity, we show that the well-known prini-ple of duality between point and line an be derived in Coq. It allows us toprove automatially half of the theorems of interest from the proofs of their dualounterparts.3 Duality3.1 Priniple of dualityIt is well known that projetive geometry enjoys a priniple of duality, namelythat every de�nition remains signi�ant and every theorem remains true, whenwe interhange the words point and line. To formalize this priniple in Coq, wemake use of the module system of Coq [1, 6℄. In pratie, we onsider the moduletype (ProjetivePlane') de�ned in the previous setion and we build a funtorfrom ProjetivePlane' to itself in whih we map points to lines and lines topoints:Module swap (M: ProjetivePlane') : ProjetivePlane'.Definition Point := M.Line.Definition Line := M.Point.Definition Inid := fun (x:Point) (y:Line) => M.Inid y x....



Module Type ProjetivePlane.Parameter Point: Set.Parameter Line: Set.Parameter Inid : Point -> Line -> Prop.Axiom inid_de : forall (A:Point)(l:Line), {Inid A l} + {~Inid A l}.(* Line Existene : any two points lie on a unique Line *)Axiom a1_exist : forall (A B :Point), {l:Line | Inid A l /\ Inid B l}.(* Point Existene : any two lines meet in a unique point *)Axiom a2_exist : forall (l1 l2:Line), {A:Point | Inid A l1 /\ Inid A l2}.Axiom uniqueness : forall A B :Point, forall l m : Line,Inid A l -> Inid B l -> Inid A m -> Inid B m -> A=B \/ l=m.(* Four points : there exist four points with no three ollinear *)Axiom a3: {A:Point & {B :Point & {C:Point & {D :Point |(forall l :Line, distint4 A B C D/\(Inid A l /\ Inid B l -> ~Inid C l /\ ~Inid D l)/\ (Inid A l /\ Inid C l -> ~Inid B l /\ ~Inid D l)/\ (Inid A l /\ Inid D l -> ~Inid C l /\ ~Inid B l)/\ (Inid C l /\ Inid B l -> ~Inid A l /\ ~Inid D l)/\ (Inid D l /\ Inid B l -> ~Inid C l /\ ~Inid A l)/\ (Inid C l /\ Inid D l -> ~Inid B l /\ ~Inid A l))}}}}.End ProjetivePlane.Figure 2. The module type with axioms required to desribe a projetive plane. Theinidene relation (∈) is noted Inid in our Coq development. {Inid A l} + {�InidA l} expresses that we know onstrutively that A ∈ l ∨ ¬A ∈ l.To build this funtor we need to show that the dual of eah axiom holds. Itis lear that the axioms of existene and uniqueness of lines are the dual of theaxioms for existene and uniqueness of points:Definition a1_exist := M.a2_exist.Definition a1_unique := M.a2_unique.Definition a2_exist := M.a1_exist.Definition a2_unique := M.a1_unique.To prove the dual version of axiom 'Three points' and axiom 'Lower dimen-sion' it is neessary to use the other axioms. Appendix C provides the detailedproof of the fat that inidene geometry is a dual of itself and Figure 3 a sum-mary of the organization of the development.



3.2 Appliations
b P

duality
⇒

b P1
b P2Formalizing this priniple of duality leads toan interesting theoretial result. In addition,this priniple is also useful in pratie. Forevery theorem we prove, we an easily deriveits dual using our funtor swap. For instane,from the lemma outsider stating that for every ouple of lines, there is a pointwhih is not on these lines, we an derive its dual automatially: for every oupleof points, there is a line not going through these points.Module Example (M': ProjetivePlane').Module Swaped := swap M'.Export M'.Module Bak := bak.bak Swaped.Module ProjetivePlaneFats_m := deidability.deidability Bak.Lemma dual_example :forall P1 P2 : Point,{l : Line | ~ Inid P1 l /\ ~ Inid P2 l}.Proof.apply ProjetivePlaneFats_m.outsider.Qed.End Example.
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Figure 3. A modular organization. Arrows represent funtors and boxes representmodules types.So far, we foused on axiom systems and formal proofs. The next step is tohek whether well-known models verify our axioms for projetive plane geom-etry.4 ModelsIn order to prove formally that our sets of axioms are onsistent, we build somemodels. We build both �nite and in�nite models: among them the smallest pro-jetive plane and an in�nite model based on homogeneous oordinates.



4.1 Finite ModelsFollowing Coxeter's notation [8℄, a �nite projetive geometry is written PG(a, b)where a is the number of dimensions, and given a point on a line, b is thenumber of other lines through the point. We build two �nite models: PG(2, 2)and PG(2, 5). PG(2, 2) is the smallest projetive plane and is also known asFano's plane.
bA bB

b

bC
b E

bFbD
b
GFano's plane In two dimensions, we an easily build themodel with the least number of points and lines: 7 eah.This model is alled Fano's plane. On the �gure, points aresimply represented by points, whereas lines are representedby six segments and a irle (DEF ).We de�ne a module FanoPlane of type ProjetivePlane.The typing system of Coq will ensure that our de�nitions are really instanes ofthe abstrat de�nition of a projetive plane.The set of points is de�ned by an indutive1 type with 7 onstrutors andthe set of lines as well:Indutive ind_point : Set := A | B | C | D | E | F | G.Indutive ind_line : Set := ABF | BCD | CAE | ADG | BEG | CFG | DEF.Definition point : Set := ind_point.Definition line : Set := ind_line.The inidene relation is given expliitly by its graph:Definition inid_bool : Point -> Line -> bool := fun P L =>math (P,L) with(A,ABF) | (A,CAE) | (A,ADG) | (B,BCD) | (B,BEG) | (B,ABF)|(C,BCD) | (C,CAE) | (C,CFG) | (D,BCD) | (D,ADG) | (D,DEF)|(E,CAE) | (E,BEG) | (E,DEF) | (F,ABF) | (F,DEF) | (F,CFG)|(G,ADG) | (G,CFG) | (G,BEG) => true| _ => falseend.The proofs of existene and uniqueness are performed by ase analysis. Notethat in order to prove the axioms of uniqueness, we must prove that for everyouple of points (resp. lines) there is a unique line (resp. point). This reates

72 = 49 ases. For eah of these ases, we have to perform a ase analysis on thelines, this produes again 49 ases, leading to a total of 2401 ases. The proof isomputed easily by Coq.PG(2,5) We follow [8℄ and build another model of the projetive plane whihis still �nite but larger than Fano's plane. This model is alled PG(2, 5). Itontains 31 points and as many lines. The inidene relation is given on table 11 Note that this type is not really indutive, but sum types are de�ned in Coq usinga speial ase of the general onept of indutive types.



in appendix D. From the tehnial view of the formalization, this model is harderto build than Fano's plane beause the proof produes 923 521 ases2. However,the proofs of these ases an be automated. The total size of the proof objetgenerated by Coq (a term of the alulus of indutive onstrutions) is 7 Mo.4.2 In�nite Model: Homogeneous CoordinatesTo build an in�nite model of projetive geometry we use homogeneous oordi-nates introdued by August Ferdinand Möbius. We present our formalizationin the ontext of the projetive plane, but it an be easily generalized to anyother dimension. The homogeneous oordinates of a point (resp. of a line) ofa projetive plane is a triple of numbers whih are not all zero. These num-bers are elements of any ommutative �eld of harateristi di�erent from two.Two triples whih are proportional are onsidered as equal: for any λ 6= 0,
(x1, x2, x3) = (λx1, λx2, λx3).To formalize this notion in Coq it would be natural to de�ne pseudo-points astriple of elements of a �eld and then de�ne points (resp. lines) as the equivalenelasses of proportional non-zero triple in this �eld. Unfortunately, de�ning a typeby quotient is something di�ult to do in the alulus of indutive onstrutionsused by Coq [30℄. Therefore, we hoose to de�ne the quotient type diretlyby representing the lasses of points and lines by a normal form. Points andlines are represented by their triple of oordinates suh that the last non zerooordinate is 1. Consider a point (x1, x2, x3). If x3 6= 0 we an represent it by
(x1/x3, x2/x3, 1). If x3 = 0, we perform ase distintion on x2. If x2 6= 0 we anrepresent it by (x1/x2, 1, 0), else we represent it by (1, 0, 0). This de�nition anbe formalized in Coq using the following indutive type where F is the type ofthe elements of our �eld and P0, P1 and P2 are the onstrutors for the threedi�erent ases:Indutive Point : Set :=| P2 : F -> F -> Point (* (x1,x2,1) *)| P1 : F -> Point (* (x1,1 ,0) *)| P0 : Point. (* (1 ,0 ,0) *)The seond and third onstrutors orrespond to ideal points (points at in-�nity).The inidene relation (noted Inid in Coq and ∈ in this paper) an thenbe de�ned as the inner produt of a point and line. The de�nition of the innerprodut an be made more generi by using triples, instead of giving a de�nitiondistinguishing eah of the 3 ∗ 3 ases.2 In [8℄, the proof given is the following: �we observe that any two residues are foundtogether in just one olumn of the table (see on page 18), and that any two olumnsontain just one ommon number�. This amounts to heking, for more than 400di�erent on�gurations, whether two sets of six elements have only one ommonelement. In suh a ase, mehanized theorem proving is the best way to ensureorretness.



To do this, we de�ne two funtions, one to transform a point into a tripleof oordinates, and another one to normalize a triple of oordinates to obtaina point. We an then prove two lemmas whih state that our de�nitions areonsistent:Lemma triple_point :forall P : Point, point_of_triple (triple_of_point P) = P.Lemma point_triple :forall a b  : F, (a,b,) <> (0,0,0) ->exists l, triple_of_point (point_of_triple (a,b,)) = (a*l,b*l,*l).Lemma point_of_triple_funtionnal:forall a b  l : F, (a,b,) <> (0,0,0) -> l <> 0 ->point_of_triple(a,b,) = point_of_triple(a*l,b*l,*l).The inner produt and inidene relations an then be de�ned as:Definition inner_produt_triple A B :=math (A,B) with((a,b,),(d,e,f)) => a*d+b*e+*fend.Definition Inid : Point -> Line -> Prop := fun P L =>inner_produt_triple (triple_of_point P) (triple_of_line L) = 0.Now, we need to prove that the axioms of a projetive plane hold in thissetting. The proof of the deidability of Inid and of axioms (Three Points)and (Lower Dimension) are straightforward. For the uniqueness axiom, afterunfolding of de�nitions, the problem redues to a goal involving equations suhas the following ones:
r ∗ r5 + r0 ∗ r6 + 1 = 0
r ∗ r3 + r0 ∗ r4 + 1 = 0
r1 ∗ r5 + r2 ∗ r6 + 1 = 0
r1 ∗ r3 + r2 ∗ r4 + 1 = 0

⇒ (r = r1 ∧ r0 = r2) ∨ (r3 = r5 ∧ r4 = r6)Using the following equivalenes onsidered as rewrite rules, we an onvertthis goal into an ideal-membership problem whih an be solved using the Gröb-ner basis tati developed by Loï Pottier [9℄.
∀ab, a = b ⇔ a − b = 0
∀ab, (a = 0 ∨ b = 0) ⇔ ab = 0
∀ab, (a = 0 ∧ b = 0) ⇔ a2 + b2 = 0For the existene axioms, we need to de�ne the line passing through two points(resp. the point at the intersetion of two lines).Proofs of these lemmas illustrate how ombining automated and interativetheorem proving an be suessful. However, most proofs of theorems in pro-jetive geometry still heavily require user-interation and lak automation. The



amount of ase distintions required in formal proofs make them di�ult to han-dle. In the next setion, we formalize �ats and ranks whih allow to express ina simpler way non-degeneray assumptions.5 FlatsDegenerated ases are a entral issue in the formalization and automation ofgeometry. In this setion, we will introdue the onepts of �ats and rank whihprovide a nie abstration to express generially degenerated ases.There are two di�erent approahes to prove inidene properties in projetiveplane geometry. One may simply onsider our axioms, state that a given point Abelongs to a given line l and use all the available theorems to prove that Aatually belongs to l. Another (more algebrai) approah relies on the notionsof �ats and rank as presented for example in the review by Bonin [3℄.In a word, the notion of rank allows to distinguish between equal/non-equalpoints as well as ollinear/non-ollinear points. As an example, rk(A, B) = 1means A and B are equal. If rk(A, B) = 2, this means, A and B are distint.This generalizes to ollinear/non-ollinear points: if rk(A, B, C) = 2 this means
A, B and C are ollinear (with at least two points distint from one another);if rk(A, B, C) = 3, this means A, B and C are not ollinear and all distint.In this setion, we de�ne �ats and their haraterization in a two-dimensionalsetting. This represents the �rst step towards de�ning ranks and using them toprove some ollinearity properties in a projetive geometry.5.1 De�nitionsDe�nition (Set of points) A set of points E is represented by a prediate

E : Point → Prop whih, given a point P , will return True if P belongs tothe set, False otherwise.This orresponds to the well-known onept of harateristi funtion. This viewof sets has two main advantages: it remains lose to the mathematial intuitionand it an be onveniently implemented in Coq. Basi operations on sets (union,intersetion, et.) are easily de�ned as higher-order funtions.In this setting, the empty set is denoted by fun (x:Point) => False, thewhole plane by fun (x:Point) => True. The singleton {x} is denoted byfun (y:Point) => if eq_point_de x y then True else False.Finally, the line l is denoted byfun (x:Point) => if inid_de x l then True else False.De�nition (Flat) A �at is a set of points suh that the entire line de�ned bytwo points A and B lies in the �at whenever A and B belong to it.Formally, it an be de�ned as follows:



Definition flat (v:pset) : Prop :=forall A B:Point, v A -> v B -> A<>B ->forall l:Line, Inid A l -> Inid B l ->forall C:Point, Inid C l -> v C.5.2 CharaterizationIn order to de�ne the notion of rank, we need to haraterize �ats. We �rst showthat the empty set, singletons suh as {x}, lines and the whole plane are atually�ats. Then we prove that in a two-dimensional setting, they are the only sets ofpoints whih are �ats.Lemma haraterization : forall v:pset, flat v ->(forall x:Point, (v x)<->(pempty x))\/ (exists y:Point, forall x:Point, ((v x) <-> ((psingleton y) x)))\/ (exists l:Line, forall x:Point, ((v x) <-> ((pline l) x)))\/ (forall x:Point, (v x) <-> (pplane x)).The proof proeeds as follows:Let us onsider a set E whih veri�es the �at property: there are two asesto onsider: the set E has either 0 or at least 1 element. If it has 0 element, itis the empty set. If not, either it has exatly 1 element or at least 2 elements.If it has 1 element, it has to be a singleton set. Then, one again, if it has atleast 2 elements, then it either has exatly 2 or at least 3 elements. If it has 2elements depending on whether they are distint or not, we �nd that E is eithera singleton or a line. If it has 2 or more, it depends whether they are all on thesame line (then it is a line) or if at least one of them is outside the line, in thisase this is the whole plane.Disussion about the implementation of sets The above-mentioned proof simplyrelies on the following proposition:
∀V W, V ⊆ W ∨ (∃p, p ∈ V ∧ p 6∈ W )It is immediate to prove suh a lemma in a lassi setting. In addition, it anbe proved orret in an intuitionisti way if we onsider a onrete representationof �nite sets suh as the one used in ssre�et [14℄.6 Conlusion and future workIn this paper, we have shown how projetive plane geometry an be formalizedin Coq using two di�erent axiom systems. We proved them equivalent. We thenmanaged to mehanize the duality priniple and to build �nite and in�nite mod-els. Using Coq helped us produe more preise proofs whih handle all aseswhereas in textbooks some very partiular ases an sometimes be overlooked.Finally, we proposed a onise way to represent potentially degenerated inidenerelations thanks to the onept of �ats and ranks. Overall our Coq development



of projetive plane geometry amounts to 5K lines with about 200 de�nitions andlemmas.Our development makes use of a rather strong axiom, namely deidability ofthe inidene prediate. All subsequent properties are derived in an intuition-nisti logi from this axiom and those of projetive plane geometry. It would bealso interesting to perform our formalization using a purely onstrutive systemof axioms as the ones proposed by Heyting and von Plato [16, 33℄. These sys-tems of axioms are based on the apartness prediate whih is the negation ofthe inidene prediate. It is easy to prove using lassial logi that the axiomsof a projetive plane implies the axioms of Heyting. It would be also interestingto derive more theorems in a purely onstrutive framework.In the future, we plan to arry on our investigations in two main diretions.On the one hand, we expet to write a reliable algorithm for onstraint solvingin inidene geometry. It requires to speify projetive plane geometry, whih iswhat we ahieve in this paper. The next step will be to ertify that wheneverthe prover says three points are ollinear (resp. non-ollinear), we an build aproof at the spei�ation level that these points are atually ollinear (resp. non-ollinear).On the other hand, we want to onsider arbitrary projetive spaes by relaxingthe dimension onstraint. This would require hanging our axiom system. We willstudy how to use ranks and the matroid struture over ranks as presented in [22℄to arry out a formal proof of Desargues' theorem. We expet these notions,whih are related to the onept of �ats we presented in the previous setion,to make the proof more generi and more onise through a better handling ofdegenerated ases.On the tehnial side, we also plan to study how our development an makeuse of �rst-order type lasses [31℄ instead of modules and funtors3. We expetthis new feature to improve the readability of the formal desription by makingimpliit some tehnial details.Availability The whole development is freely available on the web site from theGalapagos researh projet http://galapagos.gforge.inria.fr/.Aknowledgments We would like to thank Loï Pottier for providing the Coqtati for solving systems of equations using Gröbner basis. We also thank SimonE.B. Thierry for proof-reading early drafts of this paper.
3 The next version of Coq (to be released in the next weeks) will inlude this feature.



A Equivalene of axiom systemsA.1 From axiom 'Four points' to axiom 'Three points' and axiom'Lower dimension'We �rst prove that eah line ontains at least three points.
(∀l : Line,∃ABC : Point, distinct3 A B C ∧ A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l ∧ C ∈ l)We have as an assumption that there exists four points A, B, C and D with nothree ollinear. We have three ases to study depending on how many points areon line l: either two, one or zero points of these four points are on l.� Two points are on l (say P and Q), two are not on l (say R and S).We build m whih goes through R and S, it intersets l on a point (say X)whih is di�erent from P and Q. X has to be distint from P (resp. Q),otherwise we would have P , R and S ollinear (resp. Q, R and S ollinear).� One point is on l (say A) , the three other ones are not on l (say B, C and

D).We have to build two more points on l. We proeed by reating lines goingthrough points outside of l. We have to distinguish ases in order to avoidalignment issues.� No point is on l, all four points (say A, B, C and D) are outside of l .We have to build three distint points. We do the same reasoning steps,building lines from A, B, C and D.All possible on�guration for the 4 points an be aptured by these three ases,sometimes via renaming of points. Details an be found in the formal Coq de-velopment.Axiom 'Lower dimension' an be proved very easily:
∃l1 : Line,∃l2 : Line, l1 6= l2We simply onsider 2 lines l (whih goes through A and B) and m (whih goesthrough C and D). It is straightforward to show they are di�erent: if they werenot, then A, B, C and D would be ollinear and this would ontradit axiom'Four points'.A.2 From axioms 'Three points' and 'Lower dimension' to axiom'Four points'We prove some preliminary lemmas: for any two distint lines l1 and l2, eah ofthem arrying at least three points (say M , N and O for l1 and P , Q and R for

l2), we make a ase distintion depending on where these points lie with respetto the intersetion of l1 and l2. There are four ases to onsider:� One of the three points of l1 (say M) and one of those of l2 (say P , whih isatually equal to M) are at the intersetion of l1 and l2. Then the remainingpoints (M , O, Q and R) verify axiom 'Four points'. No three of them anbe ollinear otherwise we would have l1 = l2.



� One point of l1 (say M) is at the intersetion of l1 and l2. Then points M ,
O, Q and R verify axiom 'Four points'.� One point of l2 (say P ) is at the intersetion of l1 and l2. Exhanging l1 and
l2 in the previous lemma solves the ase.� No point of l1 and l2 is at the intersetion. Then points M , O, Q and R alsoverify axiom 'Four points'.Axiom 'Four points' is then proven by �rst making two lines l1 and l2 expliit(through axiom 'Lower dimension'), then onsidering three distint points oneah line (through axiom 'Three points'). The four lemmas allow to prove theexistene of four points in the various possible on�gurations depending on whihpoints (if any) lie at the intersetion of l1 and l2.B Deidability proofsFrom the axiom system ProjetivePlane (see �gure 2 on page 6) and a deid-ability axiom about inidene, namely

∀A : Point, l : Line, Incid A l ∨ ¬Incid A lwe an derive proofs of deidability of point equality as well as line equality.Both theorems an be proven independently, in a intuitionisti way (none ofthem require the use of lassi logi).B.1 Line EqualityGiven any two lines l1 and l2, they either are equal or not.
∀l1 l2 : Line, l1 = l2 ∨ l1 6= l2From axiom 'Three points', we know there exists three distint points M , N and

P on l1. We then proeed by ase analysis depending on whether M and N areon l2.
M ∈ l2 :

N ∈ l2 : l1 = l2 beause of the Uniqueness Axiom and the fat that M 6= N .
N /∈ l2 : l1 and l2 are di�erent beause N is on l1 and not on l2.

M /∈ l2 : l1 and l2 are di�erent beause M is on l1 and not on l2.B.2 Point EqualityGiven any two points A and B, they either are equal or not.
∀A B : Point, A = B ∨ A 6= BWe �rst prove an auxiliary lemma

∀A B : Point, ∀d : Line, A 6∈ d ⇒ B 6∈ d ⇒ A = B ∨ A 6= BFrom axiom 'Three points', we know there exists three distint points M , N and
P inident to d. We build two lines l1 = (AM) and l2 = (AN). These two linesare di�erent beause N and M are distint and A is not inident to d.



B ∈ l1 :
B ∈ l2 : A = B from the Uniqueness Axiom and the fat that l1 6= l2.
B /∈ l2 : A 6= B beause A is inident to l2 and B is not.

B /∈ l1 : A 6= B beause A is inident to l1 and B is not.The main theorem an now be proved: from axiom 'Lower dimension', thereexists two distint lines ∆0 and ∆1. We proeed by ase analysis on whether Aand B belong to ∆0 and ∆1.
A ∈ ∆0 :

B ∈ ∆0 :
A ∈ ∆1 :

B ∈ ∆1 : A = B from the Uniqueness Axiom and the fat that
∆0 6= ∆1.

B /∈ ∆1 : A 6= B, beause A is inident to ∆1 and B is not.
A /∈ ∆1 :

B ∈ ∆1 : A 6= B, beause A is not inident to ∆1 and B is.
B /∈ ∆1 : We apply the previous lemma with d = ∆1.

B /∈ ∆0 : A 6= B, beause A is inident to ∆0 and B is not.
A /∈ ∆0 :

B ∈ ∆0 : A 6= B, beause A is not inident to ∆0 and B is.
B /∈ ∆0 : We apply the previous lemma with d = ∆0.C Duality A BbC

b

b

⇒

P
bAs stated before the proof of most axioms is straight-forward, hene we only prove the dual of axiom 'Threepoints'. We need to prove that:

∀P, ∃l1l2l3, P ∈ l1 ∧ P ∈ l2 ∧ P ∈ l3First, we prove the following two lemmas:
∀Pl, P 6∈ l ⇒ ∃l1l2l3, P ∈ l1 ∧ P ∈ l2 ∧ P ∈ l3and

∀l1l2, ∃P, P 6∈ l1 ∧ P 6∈ l2Proof of the �rst lemma: let's take three distint points A, B and C on lusing axiom 'Three points'. Then we an build the lines (PA), (PB) and (PC).Those lines are distint beause otherwise using the uniqueness axiom we ouldprove that A,B and C are not distint.Proof of the seond lemma: If l1 = l2 we need to build a point not on l1.From axiom 'Lower dimension', we know there are two lines. From axiom 'Threepoints' we an onlude beause we know there are at least three points on eahline.Otherwise l1 6= l2. Let's all C the intersetion of l1 and l2. Then, we an build



two points P1 and P2 on l1 and l2 respetively whih are di�erent from C. Weknow that P1 6= P2 beause otherwise l1 = l2. Let d be the line through P1and P2. We an build a third point Q on d. Q is neither on l1 nor on l2. Thisonludes the lemma.Finally, we an prove the dual of axiom 'Three points'. We build two lines
l1 and l2 using axiom 'Lower dimension'. Then we perform ase distintion on
P ∈ l1 and P ∈ l2. If P ∈ l1 ∧ P ∈ l2 we use the seond lemma. Otherwise
P 6∈ l1 ∨ P 6∈ l2. In both ases, we an use the �rst lemma.E Lines as set of pointsIn our development, we onsider two basi notions: points and lines. Lines anatually be viewed as sets of points. With this representation, for any lines l1and l2 we an build a bijetion from l1 to l2.We �rst de�ne the set of points orresponding to a given line l, it onsists ofall the points of the plane whih are inident to l.Definition line_as_set_of_points (l:Line):= {X:Point | Inid X l}.From this de�nition, we want to prove the following theorem:Theorem line_set_of_points : forall l1 l2:line,exists f:(line_as_set_of_points l1) -> (line_as_set_of_points l2),bijetive f.It states there exists a bijetive funtion f from l1 to l2 when these linesare viewed as sets of points. We build a onstrutive proof of this existentialformula, whih requires to make expliit the funtion f and then hek whetherit is atually a bijetion, i.e. veri�es the one-to-one and onto properties.The proof proeeds as follows:First of all, one an safely assume that l1 and l2 are di�erent. If not, then theidentity funtion works just �ne. The �rst step of the proof is to write a funtionwhih, given two lines l1 and l2 omputes a point P whih belongs neither to l1nor to l2.Lemma outsider : forall l1 l2: Line,{P:Point | ~Inid P l1/\~Inid P l2}.We now expliitly onstrut the funtion f as shown on �gure 4. Given apoint A1 of l1, we an build a line (say ∆) going through A1 and P . Lines ∆and l2 interset in a point A2. We de�ne f suh that f(A1) = A2. It remains toprove that this funtion is atually bijetive. Proving that this funtion is one-to-one requires to assume proof irrelevane [23℄. Proof irrelevane expresses thatproofs of the same formula are equal. It allows us to show existential propositionswith the same type are equal regardless of the proof terms proving the formulas.Proving the onto property requires to apply the onstrution proess of f in thereverse order going from line l2 to line l1.
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